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Abstract—Understanding of player behaviors is an important issue to keep online games interesting to their players. Focusing on player movement, in our previous work, we proposed a method for clustering online-game players based on the transition probabilities between manually determined landmarks in a game map of interest. In this paper, we first propose a method for automatically detecting landmarks from player trails based on weighted entropy of the distribution of visiting players. Next, we describe how to visualize player clusters using multidimensional scaling and prefuse, respectively. Their inputs are the Euclidean distances between players based on their weighted transition probabilities between the derived landmarks. The effectiveness of our approach is confirmed when it is evaluated using trail logs from both an online game developed at the first two authors’ laboratory and a commercial massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG).

Index Terms—Online-game player clustering, landmark detection, multidimensional scaling, prefuse.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quality of player service plays an important role in online games. To maintain high player satisfaction, online-game developers and publishers need to know their player behaviors so that they can develop game contents accordingly based on such information.

Player or user movement represents important player behaviors and has been studied recently in the literature. In [3], player trails, or time series of visited locations, were used for examining the distance over time among the members of a social group. A visualization tool was developed in [13] for visualizing player flows in virtual environments. Another tool visualizing player trails in a combat game was developed in [10]. Two research groups independently developed a method for automatically extracting important parts from trails in [12] and [17]. The former focused on extraction of the most visited parts from repeatedly visited ones such as bus driving routes, while the latter focused on extraction of the most visited parts from more diverse data as commonly seen in online-game player trails. Recently, Chen and Hong proposed to use player movement behavior as a biometric to detect account hijacking and sharing [5].

Analysis of user movement is also crucial in other application domains such as virtual museum [9] and virtual heritages [16]. Other related researches in [1, 8] aim at prediction of user movement using GPS data.

According to the study in [19], there exist typical movement patterns of users in museums and virtual museums, respectively. We conjectured that movement patterns should exist in online games, and this kind of information should be useful in (re)designing a game map of interest and the content therein. In [18], we therefore proposed how to cluster online-game players based on their trails using Self Organization Map (SOM) [14], where the SOM inputs are the transition probabilities between landmarks in a given game map. However, landmarks had to be selected manually.

II. PLAYER CLUSTERING

In this section, we describe improvements to our previous work [18]. We first propose a method for detecting of landmarks, and then describe how to compute the weighted transition probabilities between landmarks (WTPL) for being used in visualization of player clusters with multidimensional scaling (MDS) [2] and a visualization tool called prefuse [7], respectively. According to the work in [11], MDS is superior to SOM in clustering of multi-dimensional data. In prefuse, we utilize a force-directed model that in general has equivalence to MDS [15].

2.1 Landmark Detection

A map of interest is first divided into \( m \times m \) grids. Let us assume that \( N \) players have visited the map. Let \( v_{i,j}(k) \) denote the number of visits to grid \((i, j)\) of user \( k \). In our research, we consider a grid as a landmark if it has a relatively high number of visits by most players. For grid \((i, j)\), this criterion can be represented by a weighted entropy \( H \) of the distribution of the players visiting this grid as follows:

\[
H_{i,j} = -\frac{V_{i,j}}{V^*} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{v_{i,j}(k)}{V_{i,j}} \log \left( \frac{v_{i,j}(k)}{V_{i,j}} \right),
\]

where \( V_{i,j} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} v_{i,j}(k) \) and \( V^* = \arg \max_{i,j} V_{i,j} \).

The proposed algorithm for detecting \( L \) landmarks is given below as follows:

**Step 1** Unmark all grids and empty the landmark set.
Step 2 Mark the grid with the highest $H$ among the unmarked grids and add this grid to the landmark set. Then mark its eight neighbor grids.

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 until the landmark set is filled by $L$ members.

Note that marking the neighbor grids of a given landmark in Step 2 is to prevent obtaining consecutive landmarks.

2.2 Weighted Transition Probabilities between Landmarks

Given $L$ landmarks detected by the above algorithm, the matrix of the WTPL of user $k$ is denoted as $X(k)$ and

$$X(k) = \begin{bmatrix} p_{11}(k) & p_{12}(k) & \cdots & p_{1L}(k) \\
p_{21}(k) & p_{22}(k) & \cdots & p_{2L}(k) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p_{L1}(k) & p_{L2}(k) & \cdots & p_{LL}(k) \end{bmatrix}$$

(2)

In the above formula, $p_{a,b}(k)$ is the weight transition probability that player $k$ moves from landmark $a$ to landmark $b$ and is calculated as follows:

$$p_{a,b}(k) = \frac{c_{a,b}(k) c_{a,b}^*(k)}{C(k)}$$

where $c_{a,b}(k)$ is the number of times that player $k$ moved from landmark $a$ to landmark $b$ in his/her trail,

$$c_{a,b}^* = \arg \max_c c_{a,b}(k)$$

and $C(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{L} c_{i,j}(k)$.

The elements of the WTPL matrix differ from those of the TPL matrix in [18] by presence of the weight term $c_{a,b}^*$ in (3).

In the current version, for computation of the elements of $X(k)$, a player coordinate residing in his/her trail is represented by its nearest landmark. Let us suppose that five landmarks (A, B, C, D, E) have been detected, then a player trail will be like BBBAAAAACEEEEE, leading to the transitions $B \rightarrow A \rightarrow C \rightarrow E$. At present, we do not consider loop transitions such as $A \rightarrow A$ or $B \rightarrow B$.

2.3 Multidimensional Scaling

Here, to visualize player clusters based on their movement patterns, we use simple and computationally efficient Classical Multi Dimensional Scaling (CMDS) [1]. The CMDS method takes an input matrix $D$, giving dissimilarities between pairs of players, and outputs a coordinate matrix whose configuration minimizes a loss function in preserving all inter-point distances. In our research, the $ij$th element in $D$ is the Euclidean distance between $X(i)$ and $X(j)$. We select only the first two dimensions of the constructed coordinates and use the function cmdscale in the Statistical Toolbox of Matlab for performing CMDS.

2.4 Prefuse

We also use a forced-based model in prefuse for producing a graph layout where a node represents a player, a link between any two nodes indicates a connection between them, and the link length is proportionate to the distance between the corresponding players, i.e., the $ij$th element in $D$. In order to reduce computational complexity, we remove in advance all links between nodes whose distances are beyond a given threshold $\tau$, in the paper set to $0.5 \times$ the median of the distance. With Prefuse, the user can interactively manipulate a resulting graph layout while he/she is attempting to locate clusters. An example of such interactive data analysis systems can be found in [4].

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We obtained player-movement logs from an online game called The ICE, under development at the first two authors’ laboratory, as well as those from a commercial MMORPG called Angle’s Love.

3.1 The ICE

A screen shot of The ICE is shown in Fig. 1. The targeted map in use is shown in Fig. 2, where the fixed locations of seven non-player characters (NPCs) and the warping point (Warp) are also displayed. The map’s size is 600×600 pixels, where a player can move from the current pixel to another by clicking on the destination pixel, and in this work the map was partitioned into 50×50 grids. Twenty players, 17 male and 3 female students in the first two authors’ university, participated in the test play for 45 minutes. In this test play, typical missions such as trading items with NPCs, delivering items to NPCs, and collecting items from monsters, were available so as to have a variety of movement patterns.

Fig. 3 shows the locations of the resulting landmarks when $L$ was set to 5. Landmark 1 is the location near Marlen and Lagi, and landmark 2 is the location near the place where all players entered this map. Landmark 3 is near the location of Gelda, landmark 4 is between Amanda and Village Master, and landmark 5 is near both Shop and Gelda. These landmarks are important locations in the game because most players if not all

---

2 http://www.ice.ci.ritsumei.ac.jp/mmog.html

3 http://al.gameflier.com/
must visit in order to enter the game, receive missions, and purchase items.

Fig. 2. The map in use of the ICE. See Color Plate 1.

Fig. 3. Detected landmarks. See Color Plate 2.

Fig. 4 plots all players, player \( i \) represented by \( p_i \), on two dimensional space obtained by CMDS. Note that there is one distinct outlier, i.e., \( p_{11} \), causing all other players positioned on the right side. To remove the effect of this outlier, we did not consider this player in CMDS and obtained a new result in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, most players can be divided into four clusters: A, B, C, and D. Each cluster has a different movement pattern as discussed below, where the movement pattern of each cluster is visualized by representing each element of the averaged of \( X \) in the cluster by an arrow whose thickness is proportionate to its value.

Fig. 6 shows the visualized movement patterns for each cluster. Players in cluster A mainly moved between landmarks 2 and 5 and between landmarks 3 and 5. Players in cluster B most frequently moved between landmarks 2 and 4 and between landmarks 1 and 2. Players in cluster C most frequently moved between landmarks 3 and 5, and also between 2 and 5. Players in cluster D most frequently moved between landmarks 1 and 2, as well as between 2 and 5.

Fig. 7 shows the targeted map of Angle’s Love and the locations of the detected five landmarks. The map’s size is 300x190 pixels, and this map was partitioned into 10x10 grids. There were 397 players who played in this map. Most of them traveled over the map to get into another map. Among these five landmarks, three of them, i.e., landmarks 1, 2, and 3, are barriers that players must turn around and go back from the same trail. This may explain why these locations were detected as landmarks, as players moved around them at least twice (back and forth). Fig. 8 shows a screen shot of the landmark 3’s area.

Fig. 9 shows the resulting graph layout of prefuse. A large cluster has been formed in the middle of the figure, indicating that most players have similar movement patterns. However, it is interesting to see that there are two clusters of a much smaller size on the top and bottom consisting of three players and four players, respectively.
Fig. 6. Visualized movement patterns of clusters A (a), B (b), C (c) and D (d).

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 visualize both the actual trail and the transitions between landmarks of each player in the top cluster and the bottom cluster, respectively. It can be seen that the players in each cluster moved similarly, especially with respect to the transitions between landmarks.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In order to understand movement patterns of players in online games, we proposed a method for automatically detecting landmarks from player trails based on a weighted entropy of the probability that each candidate location is visited. We then proposed to use multidimensional scaling and prefuse, respectively, for visualizing player clusters based on the newly proposed weighted transition probabilities between the derived landmarks. Our approach was validated using trail logs from both The ICE and Angle’s Love. Evaluation results confirmed that our approach successfully identified player clusters having different movement patterns. These moving patterns imply players’ playing styles and thus can be exploited for maintaining or increasing players’ satisfaction.

As our future work, we plan to derive methods for determining the optimal grid size as well as the optimal number
of landmarks. In addition, we will examine how to incorporate information on actions into this approach.
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